Highlight updates on Land and Natural Resources from 25 - 30 November 2019

- Land Information Working Group
- www.laolandinfo.org

Follow us:

- Land Information Working Group
- www.laolandinfo.org

- Accession to the GFMA (Geneva Facility Management Agreement) by Mongolia: http://bit.ly/2P9ui2T
- Accession of the GFMA (Geneva Facility Management Agreement) by Mongolia: http://bit.ly/2r9vcVc
English News

- Nam Che 1 hydropower plant was announced for officially opening, by ANN: [http://bit.ly/35YE5zy](http://bit.ly/35YE5zy)

ฮຳໍ່ອຬຍເລກ / Worldwide

- Officials to meet on Mekong crisis as fishing communities suffer, by Aljazeera: [http://bit.ly/2qZXi5m](http://bit.ly/2qZXi5m)

วິຈີ່ຕາຍ / Video news

- ໄກ່ ແ່ງ ແອງ ບ້ານ ສະໜາເລິກຊາຍພະເພດຊາຍ ແລະ ນາງວິດາທິບ ໃຫ້ກົງກາງຊາຍການ ນາງວິດາທິບ ມະຫາວ່າງ ປະເພດຊາຍການ, ຂ່າວເຈເຈງ ອອນກິຈ່າ–ການນຳ: [https://youtu.be/FKJNZ2Pof7s](https://youtu.be/FKJNZ2Pof7s)